SMART AIR CONDITIONING

Comfort & Efficiency

Everyone is Comfortable
Cool the house down before you get home in summer, or warm it up before you wake up in winter.

Integrates how you want
AirTouch 4 can control up to 4 ducted air conditioners and 16 zones across multiple storeys from 1 or 2 consoles in your home.

Smart Home Automation
Smartphone App. Google Assistant. Amazon Alexa. IFTTT. The choice is yours.

AirTouch 4 doubles as a hub for other smart home integrations and your favourite apps. Automate your lifestyle and be entertained.
Adapt your home to YOUR IDEA OF COMFORT

INTELLIGENT & WITHOUT WASTAGE

Save money on the power bill. Without compromising on comfort.

Only run the AC where you need it with Smart Zoning.

Plus, with runtime tracking, energy and airflow management technology, you can be sure of greater efficiency and energy savings from your family’s air conditioner.

Adjust the airflow around your home in 5% increments so everyone enjoys their own comfort zone.
ENHANCE YOUR AIR CONDITIONING

Global control of your home climate. Wherever you are.

Unlock more potential...
When intelligent products and devices work seamlessly together, your air conditioning becomes so much more.

Leaving home, save energy.
Automatically turn off the air conditioning when you leave home.
Just say the word with SMART INTEGRATIONS

Voice control of your air conditioning

AirTouch works with popular and open voice activated smart assistants like Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant. So with whoever you choose to control your air conditioning, AirTouch will respond.
Add value to your home and enjoy the latest technology.

Control your home climate using our one-of-a-kind HD touch screen console or the AirTouch App on your smart device.

Programs and Favourites
AirTouch lets you setup different automatic climate control scenarios for different days or seasons.

Warranty for Peace of Mind
All parts and components are manufactured to superior quality and have undergone stringent testing to adhere to strict Australian regulations.

Real Time Monitoring
of home temperature against your chosen set point.

Cleverly Connected
Secure WiFi connection to the internet for remote control.

Optional Individual Temperature Control
For precise control of the temperature in specific rooms, upgrade to ITC.

A Smart Home Hub
THAT WORKS YOUR WAY

Enjoy smart home living with AirTouch

AirTouch doubles as a tablet, so you can use the console to run your choice of smart lighting, security and entertainment apps, or even order a meal while keeping up with the latest on social media.
With optional Individual Temperature Control Technology, AirTouch monitors temperatures and smartly adjusts airflow as needed around your home. When some rooms get too hot or cold, AirTouch will adjust their airflow to maintain temperature, without wasting energy on rooms already comfortable.

With ITC, you get an additional wireless On/Off switch for each zone in your home which also doubles as a smart wireless temperature sensor.